"Karama"
for food by the householder, on the occasion of a birth
in the family, a circumcision, or a wedding, on the arrival
of an honoured guest, on the anniversaries of holy days,
on the building of a house, or on the inauguration of
any enterprise.
But in every case there should be a gathering of the
neighbours, and the meat is free to all comers to enjoy.
A man who killed a beast to indulge his own private
hunger for meat would be thought a curmudgeon, and
be looked at askance in much the same way as a man
would be in England, who had the reputation of drinking
in private ; in fact the ceremonial of eating meat in the
Sudan has much in common with that of drinking alcohol
in England.
The idea of the sale of meat, excepting in the big towns,
is still foreign to all but the most sophisticated, and many
Europeans have been put aback by the calm refusal of
an Arab to sell them for meat an animal from his numerous
flocks on any consideration whatever* If remonstrated
with, the Arab may reply, " You are a Government
Official, and as such I am in your hands. If you wish to
take one or all of my herds, I will not resist, but if you
ask me if I will sell you an animal for meat, my reply is
that I will not."
Should the official dismount at the Arab's encampment,
one of the said animals will in a few minutes be hanging
on the nearest tree, being cut up for meat, and the host
would be shocked beyond measure at the offer of money
for it.
The killing of an animal is a ceremony and to be treated
as such, and not as a mere matter of barter or trade.
This is perhaps because the animals themselves form
the standard of wealth or coin of the realm ; the people
in the world are few who realize that money itseli fa only
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